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HV detectors:  
lowest masses
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iZIPs: 5-10 GeV, 
lower cross-

sections
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iZIPs: 8B 
neutrinos
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Outline

Detector technologies: HV and iZIPs

Background sources, expectations, and design

Sensitivity reach including complementary science

Schedule

Beyond SuperCDMS SNOLAB
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SuperCDMS SNOLAB iZIP Detectors

6

Figure 20: Phonon sensor layout for SNOLAB HV and iZIP detectors. (Left) There are six phonon
sensors per face with Channel A forming a single outermost ring. (Upper Right) Detail within a
phonon sensor for uniform array used for HV, and (Lower Right) showing iZIP with two 2 µm wide
W TES (purple), and Al phonon collection fins (blue). The large purple square is a wire-bonding
pad.

4.6.4 Fabrication facilities1325

Two fabrication facilities are available to the SuperCDMS SNOLAB project. The Stanford site1326

includes a dedicated clean room for the thin-film depositions in a sputtering machine dedicated1327

to the project, custom-designed by AJA International. The photolithography steps are performed1328

nearby in the Stanford Nanofabrication Facility (SNF). We are also the sole users of two other tools1329

that have been customized for our large substrates: a photolithographic contact mask aligner tool1330

(EV Group) and a photoresist spinner (Laurell). The other tools used at Stanford for SuperCDMS1331

manufacturing were modified or custom-specified by our collaboration several years ago, but we1332

share them with other SNF users. Of all these tools, the only recent addition is the sputtering1333

machine: all the others have been in use for years and the processes are well debugged.1334

The Texas A&M site has several clean rooms dedicated to the fabrication of large SuperCDMS-1335

style detectors. All equipment is under the exclusive control of SuperCDMS Collaboration members.1336

The thin-film depositions are performed in a sputtering system manufactured by SEGI. The chamber1337

can accommodate eight 100 mm substrates, but we plan to do depositions on only four substrates1338

at a time to even out the load on the photolithography steps. The photolithographic contact mask1339

aligner tool is a modified version of a commercial product from OAI. Other equipment was also1340

modified for this thick substrate work several years ago, with several 76 mm and 100 mm iZIP1341

detectors fabricated and tested by the SuperCDMS Collaboration.1342

45

iZIP: interdigitated Z-sensitive Ionization 
and Phonon-mediated detectors
100 mm x 33 mm versions of Soudan detectors

8 → 12 phonon sensors per detector

σ = 100 eVt → 50 eVt phonons via lower Tc

σ = 300 eVee → 100 eVee ionization via improved 
readout using low-noise HEMTs

With this E-field configuration, a recoil event in the bulk of the detector will have e� transport
to the narrow positively biased electrode instrumented with charge amplifiers, while the h+ are
transported to the identically instrumented negatively biased electrode on the opposite face, leading
to a symmetric ionization signal for bulk events. For events near a face, the carriers follow the
large transverse E-fields that run between the interleaved electrodes on the same face leading to
asymmetric ionization collection signals. For radial fiducialization, we partition and separately
readout the ionization instrumented electrodes on each face into 2 concentric toroids (for a total of
4 ionization channels per detector).
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Figure 3: Left: Phonon and ionization sensor layout for the iZIP detector deployed at Soudan. The two faces are
instrumented with interleaved ionization (40 µm wide) and phonon sensors with �1,mm pitch. The phonon sensor
channel patterns diagrammed in Fig. 2 are visible. Right: Magnified cross section view of electric field lines (red)
and equipotential contours (blue) near the bottom face (Z = 0 mm) of a SuperCDMS iZIP detector. The ionization
electrode lines (yellow) are narrower than the athermal phonon collection sensors (green).

As a side benefit, the large E-fields parallel to the surface of the detector limit charge trapping
to the point that very few electron-recoil surface events are indistinguishable from nuclear recoils
even without z fiducialization.

Ionization Detection Through Luke-Neganov Gain
During charge transport, Luke-Neganov phonons are created with a total energy (in eV) equal

to the voltage the carriers travel through. These phonons are measured by our athermal phonon
sensors, in addition to the intrinsic recoil phonons. In our standard iZIP running mode, we operate
with the smallest bias voltage required to achieve a good measurement of the ionization charge
so that the true phonon recoil signal is not overwhelmed by Luke-Neganov phonons, which would
degrade the discrimination of electronic and nuclear recoils via ionization yield.

Nuclear recoils from very low-mass WIMPs (M� . 3 GeV/c2) are su⌅ciently small that the
relatively uniform (versus energy) electron-recoil background has a reduced overlap with the WIMP
signal region. As a result, it is advantageous to exchange the background discrimination provided
by ionization yield for the improved sensitivity to low energy recoils achieved by increasing the
voltage bias across the detector [71]. The limiting bias voltage is determined by the level at which
the phonon noise due to leakage current across the detector dominates the sensor noise. In our
first tests at Soudan, the maximum E-field was found to be 27V/cm, which corresponds to 90 V
across a 33.3 mm thick detector. To set the scale of what can be achieved, the low Tc Si prototype
mentioned above would have a signal 2� above the noise floor for a single e�/h+ pair (�15 eV for
nuclear recoils).

Interestingly, the relatively uniform electron-recoil background is reduced because the distri-
bution of electron recoil energy is “stretched” to higher energies due to electron recoils producing
significantly more ionization than a nuclear recoil of the same energy. This results in a factor of �5
suppression of the electron-recoil background in the low-energy WIMP signal region.

Since we are now e�ectively measuring the ionization liberated by a nuclear recoil rather than
the nuclear-recoil phonon energy directly, we are sensitive to the precise ionization calibration scale
for nuclear recoils in this high voltage operational mode, similar to the noble liquid dark matter
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With this E-field configuration, a recoil event in the bulk of the detector will have e� transport
to the narrow positively biased electrode instrumented with charge amplifiers, while the h+ are
transported to the identically instrumented negatively biased electrode on the opposite face, leading
to a symmetric ionization signal for bulk events. For events near a face, the carriers follow the
large transverse E-fields that run between the interleaved electrodes on the same face leading to
asymmetric ionization collection signals. For radial fiducialization, we partition and separately
readout the ionization instrumented electrodes on each face into 2 concentric toroids (for a total of
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Figure 3: Left: Phonon and ionization sensor layout for the iZIP detector deployed at Soudan. The two faces are
instrumented with interleaved ionization (40 µm wide) and phonon sensors with �1,mm pitch. The phonon sensor
channel patterns diagrammed in Fig. 2 are visible. Right: Magnified cross section view of electric field lines (red)
and equipotential contours (blue) near the bottom face (Z = 0 mm) of a SuperCDMS iZIP detector. The ionization
electrode lines (yellow) are narrower than the athermal phonon collection sensors (green).

As a side benefit, the large E-fields parallel to the surface of the detector limit charge trapping
to the point that very few electron-recoil surface events are indistinguishable from nuclear recoils
even without z fiducialization.

Ionization Detection Through Luke-Neganov Gain
During charge transport, Luke-Neganov phonons are created with a total energy (in eV) equal

to the voltage the carriers travel through. These phonons are measured by our athermal phonon
sensors, in addition to the intrinsic recoil phonons. In our standard iZIP running mode, we operate
with the smallest bias voltage required to achieve a good measurement of the ionization charge
so that the true phonon recoil signal is not overwhelmed by Luke-Neganov phonons, which would
degrade the discrimination of electronic and nuclear recoils via ionization yield.

Nuclear recoils from very low-mass WIMPs (M� . 3 GeV/c2) are su⌅ciently small that the
relatively uniform (versus energy) electron-recoil background has a reduced overlap with the WIMP
signal region. As a result, it is advantageous to exchange the background discrimination provided
by ionization yield for the improved sensitivity to low energy recoils achieved by increasing the
voltage bias across the detector [71]. The limiting bias voltage is determined by the level at which
the phonon noise due to leakage current across the detector dominates the sensor noise. In our
first tests at Soudan, the maximum E-field was found to be 27V/cm, which corresponds to 90 V
across a 33.3 mm thick detector. To set the scale of what can be achieved, the low Tc Si prototype
mentioned above would have a signal 2� above the noise floor for a single e�/h+ pair (�15 eV for
nuclear recoils).

Interestingly, the relatively uniform electron-recoil background is reduced because the distri-
bution of electron recoil energy is “stretched” to higher energies due to electron recoils producing
significantly more ionization than a nuclear recoil of the same energy. This results in a factor of �5
suppression of the electron-recoil background in the low-energy WIMP signal region.

Since we are now e�ectively measuring the ionization liberated by a nuclear recoil rather than
the nuclear-recoil phonon energy directly, we are sensitive to the precise ionization calibration scale
for nuclear recoils in this high voltage operational mode, similar to the noble liquid dark matter
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Figure 23: Phonon sensor layout for SNOLAB HV and iZIP detectors. (Left) There are six phonon
sensors per face with Channel A forming a single outermost ring. (Upper Right) Detail within a
phonon sensor for uniform array used for HV, and (Lower Right) showing iZIP with two 2 µm wide
W TES (purple), and Al phonon collection fins (blue). The large purple square is a wire-bonding
pad.

4.6.4 Fabrication facilities

Two fabrication facilities are available to the SuperCDMS SNOLAB project. The Stanford site
includes a dedicated clean room for the thin-film depositions in a sputtering machine dedicated
to the project, custom-designed by AJA International. The photolithography steps are performed
nearby in the Stanford Nanofabrication Facility (SNF). We are also the sole users of two other tools
that have been customized for our large substrates: a photolithographic contact mask aligner tool
(EV Group) and a photoresist spinner (Laurell). The other tools used at Stanford for SuperCDMS

manufacturing were modified or custom-specified by our collaboration several years ago, but we
share them with other SNF users. Of all these tools, the only recent addition is the sputtering
machine: all the others have been in use for years and the processes are well debugged.

The Texas A&M site has several clean rooms dedicated to the fabrication of large SuperCDMS-
style detectors. All equipment is under the exclusive control of SuperCDMS Collaboration members.
The thin-film depositions are performed in a sputtering system manufactured by SEGI. The chamber
can accommodate eight 100 mm substrates, but we plan to do depositions on only four substrates
at a time to even out the load on the photolithography steps. The photolithographic contact mask
aligner tool is a modified version of a commercial product from OAI. Other equipment was also
modified for this thick substrate work several years ago, with several 76 mm and 100 mm iZIP
detectors fabricated and tested by the SuperCDMS Collaboration.
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Figure 23: Phonon sensor layout for SNOLAB HV and iZIP detectors. (Left) There are six phonon
sensors per face with Channel A forming a single outermost ring. (Upper Right) Detail within a
phonon sensor for uniform array used for HV, and (Lower Right) showing iZIP with two 2 µm wide
W TES (purple), and Al phonon collection fins (blue). The large purple square is a wire-bonding
pad.

4.6.4 Fabrication facilities

Two fabrication facilities are available to the SuperCDMS SNOLAB project. The Stanford site
includes a dedicated clean room for the thin-film depositions in a sputtering machine dedicated
to the project, custom-designed by AJA International. The photolithography steps are performed
nearby in the Stanford Nanofabrication Facility (SNF). We are also the sole users of two other tools
that have been customized for our large substrates: a photolithographic contact mask aligner tool
(EV Group) and a photoresist spinner (Laurell). The other tools used at Stanford for SuperCDMS

manufacturing were modified or custom-specified by our collaboration several years ago, but we
share them with other SNF users. Of all these tools, the only recent addition is the sputtering
machine: all the others have been in use for years and the processes are well debugged.

The Texas A&M site has several clean rooms dedicated to the fabrication of large SuperCDMS-
style detectors. All equipment is under the exclusive control of SuperCDMS Collaboration members.
The thin-film depositions are performed in a sputtering system manufactured by SEGI. The chamber
can accommodate eight 100 mm substrates, but we plan to do depositions on only four substrates
at a time to even out the load on the photolithography steps. The photolithographic contact mask
aligner tool is a modified version of a commercial product from OAI. Other equipment was also
modified for this thick substrate work several years ago, with several 76 mm and 100 mm iZIP
detectors fabricated and tested by the SuperCDMS Collaboration.
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SuperCDMS SNOLAB HV Detectors
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Figure 20: Phonon sensor layout for SNOLAB HV and iZIP detectors. (Left) There are six phonon
sensors per face with Channel A forming a single outermost ring. (Upper Right) Detail within a
phonon sensor for uniform array used for HV, and (Lower Right) showing iZIP with two 2 µm wide
W TES (purple), and Al phonon collection fins (blue). The large purple square is a wire-bonding
pad.

4.6.4 Fabrication facilities1325

Two fabrication facilities are available to the SuperCDMS SNOLAB project. The Stanford site1326

includes a dedicated clean room for the thin-film depositions in a sputtering machine dedicated1327

to the project, custom-designed by AJA International. The photolithography steps are performed1328

nearby in the Stanford Nanofabrication Facility (SNF). We are also the sole users of two other tools1329

that have been customized for our large substrates: a photolithographic contact mask aligner tool1330

(EV Group) and a photoresist spinner (Laurell). The other tools used at Stanford for SuperCDMS1331

manufacturing were modified or custom-specified by our collaboration several years ago, but we1332

share them with other SNF users. Of all these tools, the only recent addition is the sputtering1333

machine: all the others have been in use for years and the processes are well debugged.1334

The Texas A&M site has several clean rooms dedicated to the fabrication of large SuperCDMS-1335

style detectors. All equipment is under the exclusive control of SuperCDMS Collaboration members.1336

The thin-film depositions are performed in a sputtering system manufactured by SEGI. The chamber1337

can accommodate eight 100 mm substrates, but we plan to do depositions on only four substrates1338

at a time to even out the load on the photolithography steps. The photolithographic contact mask1339

aligner tool is a modified version of a commercial product from OAI. Other equipment was also1340

modified for this thick substrate work several years ago, with several 76 mm and 100 mm iZIP1341

detectors fabricated and tested by the SuperCDMS Collaboration.1342
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Figure 21: SuperCDMS SNOLAB HV and iZIP detector mask designs for front side (left column)
and back side (right column). For the HV detectors (top row) each of the twelve phonon sensors
contain about 1,000 QETs wired in parallel on a uniform 1 mm grid. For the iZIP detectors the
twelve phonon sensors are contained along the wider curved lines which are the QET ribbons. For
both designs each phonon sensor covers a equal crystal area.

4.6.5 Progress to date and future plans1343

Both iZIPs and CDMS-HV detectors can be fabricated using similar recipes, a two-layer double-sided1344

process. For illustration purposes, the recipe used for the 76 mm iZIPs fabricated for SuperCDMS1345

Soudan is depicted in Fig. 24.1346

For SuperCDMS SNOLAB we are investigating an alternative recipe where the W TES layer1347

is deposited and patterned before the Al fin layer. This change in ordering provides additional1348

flexibility in the thickness of the Al fins of the phonon sensors and may result in a more robust1349

detector fabrication recipe. Some recent quasiparticle test devices show promise. Of concern is the1350

W/Al interface and its preparation prior the the Al film deposition, usually by ion milling.1351

Control, and indeed tuning, of the W Tc value is required for both the iZIP and CDMS-HV1352

detectors planned for SNOLAB. For the SEGI system at Texas A&M, adjustment of deposition1353

46

(aka CDMSlite)
100 mm x 33 mm crystals, operated at 100V (goal); 69V demonstrated at Soudan

Ionization sensed via Luke-Neganov phonon production; no direct ionization readout
Optimize phonon sensor for energy resolution, fiducial volume: σ = 10 eVt goal

Figure 21: SuperCDMS SNOLAB HV and iZIP detector mask designs for front side (left column)
and back side (right column). For the HV detectors (top row) each of the twelve phonon sensors
contain about 1,000 QETs wired in parallel on a uniform 1 mm grid. For the iZIP detectors the
twelve phonon sensors are contained along the wider curved lines which are the QET ribbons. For
both designs each phonon sensor covers a equal crystal area.

4.6.5 Progress to date and future plans1343

Both iZIPs and CDMS-HV detectors can be fabricated using similar recipes, a two-layer double-sided1344

process. For illustration purposes, the recipe used for the 76 mm iZIPs fabricated for SuperCDMS1345

Soudan is depicted in Fig. 24.1346

For SuperCDMS SNOLAB we are investigating an alternative recipe where the W TES layer1347

is deposited and patterned before the Al fin layer. This change in ordering provides additional1348

flexibility in the thickness of the Al fins of the phonon sensors and may result in a more robust1349

detector fabrication recipe. Some recent quasiparticle test devices show promise. Of concern is the1350

W/Al interface and its preparation prior the the Al film deposition, usually by ion milling.1351

Control, and indeed tuning, of the W Tc value is required for both the iZIP and CDMS-HV1352

detectors planned for SNOLAB. For the SEGI system at Texas A&M, adjustment of deposition1353
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Uniform coverage 
phonon sensors to 
maximize energy 

collection 

Symmetric HV bias
at +/- 50V to 

maximize  
fiducial volume

maximize phonon 
radial position  

reconstruction information

SuperCDMS SNOLAB Project OverviewJuly 28, 2015

Fiducial Volume Cut

9

Fiducial volume cut needed to eliminate events in 
green regions where voltage drop along field lines is 

partial producing low energy tail on all recoil energies 

The reduced sensitivity region is made smaller by 
biasing crystals symmetrically about ground potential 

radius [mm]

+70V, 0V bias               

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
SuperCDMS SNOLAB Project OverviewJuly 28, 2015

Fiducial Volume Cut

9

Fiducial volume cut needed to eliminate events in 
green regions where voltage drop along field lines is 

partial producing low energy tail on all recoil energies 

The reduced sensitivity region is made smaller by 
biasing crystals symmetrically about ground potential 

+35V, -35V bias               

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
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5
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z 
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m
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Soudan: asymmetric vs. symmetric bias
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Phonon Resolution is Critical!

8

SuperCDMS 
SNOLAB  
HV goal

SuperCDMS 
SNOLAB  
iZIP goal

data points are  
76 mm  

detectors
(SNOLAB uses 

100 mm)

Phonon resolution strong function 
of Tc with demonstrated scaling 

Resolution goals drive Tc goals:
HV: σ = 10 eVt; Tc ~ 40 mK
iZIP: σ = 50 eVt; Tc ~ 60 mK

Ge

Si

Ge

Si

Ge data

Si data

Soudan iZIP (Ge)
Soudan iZIP (Si)
SNOLAB iZIP (Ge)
SNOLAB iZIP (Si)
SNOLAB HV (Ge)
SNOLAB HV (Si)
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Backgrounds in SuperCDMS SNOLAB

x

9

Bulk Electron Recoils (γ or β)
primarily Compton scattering of broad spectrum  

up to 2.5 MeV
small amount of photoelectric effect from low 

energy gammas
electron capture photons from decays of 

cosmogenically activated isotopes
betas from internal decays (3H, 32Si)

Neutrons (n)
radiogenic: arising from fission and (α,n) reactions 

in surrounding materials (cryostat, shield, cavern)
cosmogenic: created by spallation of nuclei in 

surrounding materials by high-energy cosmic ray 
muons

ERs with reduced ionization collection (β or γ)
radiogenic: electrons/photons emitted in low-

energy beta decays of 210Pb or other surface 
contaminants

photon-induced: interactions of continuum 
background photons or photo-ejected electrons

both can interact in thin surface dead layer in z
both can interact at large radius in region of 

nonuniform field
Lead nuclei (206Pb) 

From decay of 210Po daughter of 210Pb on detector 
or housing surfaces; low ionization yield

γ

γ

γ

β

n

206Pb

β

β

βγ

γ
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Low Cosmogenic Activity, Clean Site

10

12

SuperCDMS Layout at SNOLAB

SuperCDMS SNOLAB  
will be sited in the  

SNOLAB Ladder Lab

6000 mwe of overburden reduces 
cosmogenic neutron backgrounds 

(250x smaller than Soudan)

Class 2000 lab simplifies maintaining 
a clean apparatus (U, Th from dust)
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Radiopure Apparatus

Shield similar to Soudan design (poly/Pb/poly or water), no veto
Cryostat evolved from Soudan design, same basic components

Like Soudan: dilution refrigerator and other cooling sources are remote,  
electrical feedthrough tank (though modernized, simpler interfaces)

Much cleaner cryostat: 200x lower U/Th than Soudan via better materials, cleanliness

11

Detector Payload:
3 Ge iZIP towers  

(50 kg)
1 Si iZIP tower  

(4 kg)
1 HV tower: 

4 Ge (5.6 kg) 
2 Si (1.4 kg)

14

Conceptual Design for SuperCDMS SNOLAB

CDR baseline design now 

contains 31 tower positions, 

fulfilling mission need with 

capability of reaching neutrino 

floor in future upgrade

X Position [in]
-20 -10 0 10 20
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-20
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CD-1 design has  
31 tower positions, 

providing upgrade path to 
reach neutrino floor
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ER background levels 200x lower than Soudan via more exhaustive 
materials screening and more demanding (though still moderate) req’ts

reduced surface bgnds on Cu via radon tracking (detectors ok already!)
HV detectors require extreme care with cosmogenics

3H by cosmo. spallation of Ge and Si, 32Si from atmosph. Ar (contam. path not clear)

Background Expectations

12

After fiducialization  
in z and radius,  

cosmogenics given for 
low-exposure HV 

detectors assuming:

days

detectors (3H) 120

housings/tower (60Co) 90

cryostat (60Co) 180

10 eVee

= 30 eVr

= 330 eVt (~ 7σ)

Ge HV detectors expected bgnd spectrum at Vb = 100V,  σt = 50 eV
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Expected Sensitivity, Dominant Backgrounds

13

3H, 32Si ν⊙ neutrons
dominant backgrounds (Ge):

5 yrs at 80% duty cycle: Ge iZIP: 200 kg-yr

Assumes 
DAMIC 32Si; 
expect to do 

better

Si iZIP: 15 kg-yr

Ge HV: 22 kg-yr

Si HV: 5 kg-yr

8B neutrinos:
15 events in Ge

2 events in Si
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Complementary Science

Non-standard WIMP interactions
If isospin symmetry violated, Si very complementary to Ge, Xe

Effective Field Theory: Wide range of nuclear interaction operators motivate multiple 
targets to ensure exclusions are comprehensive (left), results consistent (right)

Also searches for solar and galactic axions, lightly ionizing particles

14

Figure 3: Comparison of the expected recoil-energy spectra for three operators (O
1

, O
3

, and O
8

)
in Ge and Si. The energy threshold shown is used to determine number of WIMP events detected
with full nuclear recoil discrimination. This figure also demonstrates that low thresholds are crucial
in disentangling the spectral shape of DM interactions. The coupling coe�cients shown in the box
were chosen in order to produce the same number of events in Si for all three operators.

Figure 4: Recovery of the 8 GeV/c2 WIMP interacting via operator O
3

under the (wrong) assump-
tion of O

1

interaction (left) and under the (correct) assumption of the O
3

interaction.

While operators O
1

and O
8

lead to similar recoil energy spectra, some EFT operators have a
nontrivial momentum dependence, leading to unusual recoil spectra that deviate from the traditional
spin-independent case. Consequently, assuming the wrong operator in the analysis of the observed
data leads to incorrect estimates of both the WIMP mass and of its interaction couplings. O

3

is such
an operator, producing a harder spectrum which peaks above most energy thresholds (Figure 3).
An 8 GeV/c2 WIMP interacting via the operator O

3

is simulated in Figure 4. The left panel shows
that an analysis in the framework of the traditional spin-independent coupling finds signal contours
which are inconsistent between targets. In contrast, the right panel shows that under the correct
assumption of the operator O

3

coupling, di↵erent target experiments agree well, and their contours
contain the initial simulated point in the parameter space. Assumed exposures are as specified
above.
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O3 operator interpreted in terms of O1 operator

8 GeV WIMP interacting 
via O3 yields inconsistent 
results when interpreted 
in terms of O1

Figure 2: Left: Projected limits on the isoscalar and isovector components of the operator O1 at a WIMP mass
of 6GeV/c2 for SuperCDMS SNOLAB Ge and Si, compared with the current constraints from SuperCDMS Soudan
[69], the estimated bounds from LUX [52] (black), and projected ones from LZ. Middle & Right: Relative event
rates per time per target mass for LZ (black), SuperCDMS SNOLAB Ge iZIP (blue), and SuperCDMS SNOLAB
Si (red), normalized to 1 observed event in SuperCDMS Ge (3GeV/c2) or LZ (300GeV/c2). From left to right are
shown the rates for a 3GeV/c2 and 300GeV/c2 WIMP, assuming isoscalar interactions and the standard Maxwellian
halo model. The 3GeV/c2 case also shows the rates from SuperCDMS SNOLAB Ge high-voltage (light blue), which
has similar parameters to SuperCDMS Si high-voltage, but a target mass of 6 kg. True interaction strengths may
di↵er from this calculation since the interaction may proceed via a linear combination of operators.

with di↵erent ratios of protons to neutrons (such as Ge and Si) can also test less conventional DM
couplings, such as those arising in isospin-violating models [61].

Consequently, detection in multiple targets is critical for determining the nature of the elastic
scattering. For example, if a stronger signal is detected in Ge than in Xe, then the coupling to
the neutron orbital angular momentum is preferred. The sensitivity of both Ge and Si targets
(with di↵erent ratios of protons to neutrons) to low-mass dark matter with SuperCDMS may help
elucidate the true nature of dark matter interactions with normal matter.

Direct detection experiments can also provide confirmation of potential signals observed by
indirect methods. Since they explore di↵erent aspects of the dark matter interactions with Standard
Model particles and are a↵ected by di↵erent uncertainties, this complementarity can be extremely
useful in confirming an observation as well as reconstructing the dark matter properties. This
applies as well to searches for new physics at the LHC, which is about to resume operation. In the
event of the discovery of a potential dark matter candidate in a particle collider, direct detection
experiments would be able to demonstrate that the discovered particle has indeed a long lifetime.
Similarly, if a WIMP is detected in SuperCDMS SNOLAB, the comparison with the models probed
by LHC will provide valuable information about the nature of physics Beyond the Standard Model.

2.3 Other searches for New Physics with SuperCDMS

SuperCDMS SNOLAB will also be an ideal tool to search for certain exotic phenomena that can be
attributed to new physics. In particular, it will provide improved sensitivity for searches for lightly
ionizing particles (LIPs), as well as axions. Moreover, it will allow to probe the Coherent Neutrino
Scattering (CNS) o↵ target nuclei, a process predicted by the Standard Model but not yet observed
due to its extremely small cross-section.

2.3.1 Searches for LIPs

Free particles with fractional charges are viable in extensions of the Standard Model with extra
U(1) gauge symmetries [72, 73] but have so far escaped detection in collider based and astrophysical
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Schedule

CD-1 passed!  
CD-2/3 in 2017, construction 2018-2020, data taking begins in 2020.

15SuperCDMS SNOLAB CD-1 Review
9

Preliminary Summary Schedule
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Beyond SuperCDMS SNOLAB

Coordination with EURECA
SNOLAB cryostat can hold many more towers

Active work to adapt SuperCDMS tower design  
and readout to EURECA detectors
Primarily EDELWEISS, but CRESST also exploring

Queen’s developing low background  
underground test facility at SNOLAB  
(CUTE) to demonstrate operation of  
EURECA towers with SuperCDMS infrastructure

R&D to reach the solar ν floor
Improving phonon resolution to 
σ = 3eVt  in HV mode enables  
resolution of ER spectrum into  
peaks for 1, 2, etc. e-h pairs

NRs would appear in the space  
between (different phonon  
production per e-h pair)

Recovery of NR rejection in HV mode!

16
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Beyond SuperCDMS SNOLAB

For resolution below σ = 7 eVt and for trigger thresholds below 50 eVt, 
solar neutrinos become the dominant background

With an expanded payload of HV detectors (Ge 150 kg-yr; Si 250 kg-yr), 
many 100s of solar ν events

Prospects for searching below the ν floor by using 2 targets to calibrate 
solar ν spectrum

17

Ge Si

1.4 eVee

= 4 eVr

= 50 eVt (~ 7σ)

1.4 eVee

= 4 eVr

= 50 eVt (~ 7σ)
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SuperCDMS Collaboration
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